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Changing seasons can trigger SADness

Q There are many
resources at the University
to help stuHIGH: 63
dents who suffer from
seasonal affective disorder.
By TRACY WOOD
The BG News

■ The BG volleyball
team edges Wright
State for its third straight
win.

As summer comes to a close
and fall and winter approach,
many people may start feeling a
little under the weather. Some
people, though, may actually be
suffering from an extreme case of
the winter blues called SAD.
SAD is short for Seasonal
Affective Disorder. According to
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
Health Services, anyone can suffer from some degree of the winter blues, but for some people it

is more pronounced and causes
problems.
The illness can be hard to
diagnose due to symptoms similar to those of depression. People
usually begin feeling under the
weather starting sometime in
October or November, and begin
to feel better again in the spring
around March or April. People
who suffer from this illness
usually have a history of feeling bad

at the same time every year.
People who suffer from
depression can feel bad at anytime of the year, including the
summer, and do not always start
feeling better when the sun
shines more.
Chris Drake, University graduate student, has done some
research
on

SAD in the clinical psychology
department.
According
to
Drake's research, four to seven
percent of the population suffers
from this disorder, usually
females in their early to mid
twenties. People who suffer from
the disorder usually live in the
north; people living in the south
report fewer cases ol the illness.
Drake offers some advice to
See SAD, page five.
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■ Women soccer's
Desiree Erb shows her
unigue throw-in technlgue.

■ The Cleveland
Indians win
Game 2 over the
New York Yankees. 4-1 in
extra innings.
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□ Matthew
Donahue returns
to his roots with
an exhibit
featuring
popular culture
collages and
photographs
of his art cars
and travel
experiences.

■ Ohio lawmakers
released the results of
the investigation of the
Youngstown prison
breaks.

■ The OSU president
seeks to improve
campus diversity.
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latthew Donahue stands by his car creation,
nahue is a doctoral student in American Culture Studies
with an emphasis in popular culture. He has already made several art
cars.

By BRANDI BARHITE
■ A fire in Newark claims
the life of a child.
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"Swallowing angry
words before you say
them is better than
having to eat them
afterwards."

The BG News
When he was nine years old
he fell in love with art and
music. When he was in high
school he was reading Rolling
Stone magazine and was
shocked to leam that the best
pop culture school in the nation
was thirty minutes away from
his Toledo home.
Today Matthew Donahue, a
doctoral student in American
Culture Studies with an emphasis in pop culture, is starting
with his love of art and music,
and with the University's support, is creating art and making
his dreams come true.
• See DONAHUE, page five.

Workshop turns cars into pieces of art
□ Art-a-Car workshop offers
participants a hands-on experience and a new perspective on
art.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
Art is hitting the highways this weekend
in downtown Bowling Green.
This Sunday, decorated bicycles, tricycles,
golf cars and automobiles will be cruising

Rain, rain, go away

anonymous

Main Street.capping a week long celebration
of art and creativity.
This week the University is celebrating the
19th Annual New Music and Art Festival. In
conjunction with the celebration, University
students and local community members
have been participating in an Art-a-Car
workshop, with more activities" scheduled
for the weekend.
Art cars are becoming more popular, said
Jacqui Nathan, director of the art gallery.
People like them because they feels accessible and people arc comfortable and familiar
with cars, she said.

By ERIN BERGER
The BG News

WWW.

bgnews.com
STORY ID
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

News Photo/HATT DAMN
Kristt Lindsay, left, and Catie Lutes take cover under an
umbrella on Wednesday.

7

• See CARS, page five.

Composer featured in New Music Fest
□ Anthony DaVis will
appear in two programs for the Festival.

Visit our new website for
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:

The Art-a-Car workshop Oct. 6-8 is an
opportunity for students and community
members to work with art car master David
Best.
Car art involves taking a vehicle and turning it into a piece of art. An artist will use an
automobile instead of a traditional canvas
for creative expression.
Over 180 students are participating in creating an art car with Best. The Toledo Girls
and Boys Clubs and Findlay High School
have also been involved.

Anthony Davis, an internationally-acclaimed composer,
will visit BG
today and Friday
as the special guest composer for
the 19th Annual New Music and
Art Festival.
At 3:30 p.m. today there will
be a seminar on Davis' music.
According to Adam Zygmunt,
interim coordinator of MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music, this session is mostly
for composition students and
anyone who is interested in the
process of composition.
On Friday at 9 a.m., Davis will
appear again for "Composer to

I

Composer: A Dialogue with ence for all, especially music stuAnthony Davis." Donald M. Wil- dents.
Davis is not the only visiting
son, former University faculty
member, will moderate this dia- composer. There will be around
20 more, but Shrude said he is
logue.
During the first half of the the biggest name of the group.
He came into national promitalk, Wilson will ask Davis questions. During the second half, nence in 1986 when his opera "X:
The Life and Lives of Malcolm
anyone can ask questions.
Both of these activities will be X" premiered to a sold-out house
held in Bryan Recital Hall in the at the New York City Opera.
He received a Grammy nomiMoore Musical Arts Center.
Marilyn Shrude, chairman of nation in 1992 and was nominatthe festival and professor of ed for a Pulitzer Prize for this
music for the University, Work in 1984.
He has also received awards
described Davis as "a very interesting composer who represents from the New York Foundation
a lot of the more alternative clas- of the Arts, the National Endowment of the Arts, the Massachusical music offering."
This is one of the reasons he setts Arts Council, the Carey
was invited, according to Trust, Chamber Music America,
Wallace
Shrude. She believes having the Meet-the-Composer
chance to hear from Davis, Fund and Opera America.
whom she describes as "one of
Davis is currently a professor
the most important living com- of music at the University of Cal-.
posers," will be a good experi- ifomia, San Diego.
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LETTERS
Vulgarity on campus:

Trust your reporter, not the grapevine

F**king is not an adjective

f

As a graduate student at BGSU, I am infuriated by and
■shamed Chi the vulgar adjectives that are used so often in everyday conversation among the student population and therefore felt
it was net .-.nary to express my consternation on this matter.
How can it be that students who are attending an institution of
higher learning so freely use the word "f"king" as an adjective in
their everyday conversation? Having been a graduate student at
BGSU for two years now, I am amazed and ashamed at how often
I have heard this word used so frequently on campus, in the computer labs, fraternity houses, dorms and wherever i conversations
are taking place If the frequent use of vulgarity beomes so much
a part of one's everyday language, what kind of impression will
you be leaving with potential future employers following job
interviews? You will not have a clue as to why you didn't get the
job.
I dare to think what kind ot impression we are leaving with the
many foreign students who are attending Bowling Green State
University and who consider it an honor to be able to attend
school here in the United States. Quite a dismal one, I would imagine I las ing Kin in the work force for 20 years, I can tell you thai
you will not impress anyone with frequent use of vulgarity It only
serves to debase you and lower your own self-esteem as well as
lesion the respect for you from your co-workers. Make a conscious
effort now to correct a situation before it becomes an ingrained
part of your life.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Gibson
Marketing
Graduate Student

Even if you've never read a
newspaper in your life, the
media shapes the way you think.
That means that reporters, editors and writers have an enormous amount of power — and
an enormous amount of responsibility, as well.
News reports in magazines,
newspapers and on television
create a ripple effect. A particularly engrossing or shocking
story is likely to be talked about,
and the information given can
reach people who are quite far
removed from the original
source.
I.ike the old game ot "telephone", the message is usually
quite garbled after it's passed
around the populace a few times
Here are but a few examples.
Common knowledge has it
that the Bowling Green water is
of terrible quality. If you're new
here, that's probably one of the
first bits of information you
might hear. Of course, there is
the fact that it has a bit of an off
taste, especially during summer
months. But most water supplies
in the midwest aren't exactly
sparkling environmental examples. How does anyone really
know how bad BG's water is, it
they don't have first-hand
knowledge of the actual statis-

tics?
BG's water quality has been
an issue, but the last time I
remember an article about it in
The News was in late 1995 —
outside the memory of most BG
students. There hasn't been
much of an update since, and I'm
sure most people don't know
exactly how bad BG water is, or
how it compares nationally
(though water quality does
appear to be important, and perhaps The News will address it in
the future).
Another example:
While in England I wrote a
story for the campus newspaper
about the leader of Iraq's chemical weapons program, a woman
by the name of Rihab Taha alAwazi. She had gotten her master's degree in biology at the
university I was attending.

I spoke with her advisor, who
had no inkling that she might
become a possible agent of mass
murder. I saw her master's thesis, which was on a plant disease
that affects tobacco. It was not
the kind of stuff you kill people
with. In short, her education in
England had little or nothing to
do with her later career under
Saddam Hussein.
Our student paper was tipped
off by a story in the London Simday Times, and from that article, it
hit most of the national press.
From there, the story was
repeated both in the campus
media and in private, with various degrees of inaccuracy. Soon,
the University of East Anglia had
acquired a bit of a reputation as a
scientific breeding ground for
mass murdering terrorists, a bit
of a contrast from the rather
quiet humanities-heavy school it
really is.
This is not to say that the
entire onus of misinformation
should be thrust upon people
who dare to repeat what they
read in the paper. Journalists are
imperfect people. Like everyone
else, we have our share of
screwups, and the worst of us
even lie.
However, there are safeguards. Although we don't

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
What do you like best about your life? Least?

Meagan Hayes
Freshman
Pre-Journalism
MOST: "Eating, watching TV."
LEAST: "Homework.'

Esther Reese
Freshman
Pre-Dentistry
MOST: "Being surrounded by
positive things."
LEAST: "Biology 205."

, Christy Sylvest
Sophomore
Sports Mgmt
MOST: "Club Hockey."
LEAST: "Boring classes."

Nick Paine
Freshman
Pre-Journalism
MOST: "Good friendship."
LEAST: "Superficial people."

Mike Groeniger
Junior
MIS
MOST: "Being In college, lots
of responsibility."
LEAST: "Living in BG."

always live up to it, journalists
ascribe to a common code that
your neighbor or your aunt
doesn't necessarily have to think
about.
We must check facts. We must
not report anything that we
aren't entirely sure of. We must
attempt to eliminate bias and
opinion from our reports. We
must actively solicit opposing
viewpoints.
1
Which is not to say, of course,
that you can take anything in
print as absolute truth. Intelligent readers will think about
what's written and even consider things that the reporter might
have missed.
And if you're going to pass
something along, at least
attribute it. It's the check on possibly faulty information. Use a
journalist's rule, and instead of
reporting something as plain and
simple true, tell people you read
it in The News.
Mike Wendling can be contacted
at mikezoen@bgnet.bssu.edu or 210
West Hall.

Copyright • 1998, Tb* K News.
lowtlng Creen, Ohio. Reprinting of
any material from ihia publication
without the permission of The K
News is strictly prohibited. The BG
News Is an independent publics
tlon founded In 1920 and la published daily during the academic
year and weekly during the summer semester. Opinions expressed
B columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty. University
administration or The K News.
Unsigned editorials are the opinion
of the Fall 1998 K News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph
descriptions. Decisions made by
the Fditor-in ( hief and the Editorial Board are final.
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Make it your
opinion page!
Get your voice
heard!

t

The BG News
welcomes any
letters, columns
or other bits of
opinion to be
inducted on this
page. Here's
how you can get
your voice heard:

WRITE

El

Letters to the
editor are encouraged and
are
published on a first
come, first serve basis, with
only rare exceptions of timely Issues. Letters can be
dropped off at 210 West
Hall.

E-MAIL

CALL

FAX

E-mailed
opinions or story ideas are
strongly encouraged. E-mail
us anytime at
bgnews«bgnet.bgsu. ed
All suggestions are
come

We're avail
able! The BG
News office is open from
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday and 8
a ID. to 5 p.m. on Friday,
The office Is locatr

Necdtoget
something over to u
qiuckry? jfax It to the

'

CONTACT CITY OFFICIALS
- Mayor

354-6204

unicipal Adm, 354-6204
Arty.

352-2518

;>lice Division

352-1131

IE
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Today's Birthday (Oct. 8). You
want to break through old
boundaries this year, and nothing's going to stop you. That
doesnt mean you have to be
crazy about it. though. Make up
a plan now. The unworkable
parts will soon become obvious,
as will stresses you never imagined.
Aries (March 21 April 19)
Today is a 5. Always spend
money as if you didn't have
enough. Then you'll have enough
when something unexpected
comes along. You hate pinching
pennies. The trick is to do it
because you want to, just tor tun.
Taurui (April 20 May 20)
Today is a 7. This is a good day
for discussing financial matters.
The subject may come up at
work or at home. Let people
know how you'd like to have the
money disbursed. They'll spend
too much if you don't
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 You're feeling
better as the day goes on and
things get checked off your lists.
Keep busy, even do the stuff
you've been putting oft. You'll be
amazed at how your life lightens
up. If you've been having trouble
thinking clearly, that could be the
problem.
Cancer (June 22 July 22)
Today is a 6. The moon going

into Gemini spurs you even more
toward education. Gemini has
insatiable curiosity, and that'll rub
off on you. Some of your most
interesting discoveries today will
be through the grapevine.
Leo (July 23 Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 - You're a great
team captain and today you'll
get to prove that again. You've
got a big job, and you're under
pressure to make it happen. You'll
have to motivate others to help.
or the whole thing will go splat.
Virgo (Aug. 23 Sept. 22)
Today is a 6. You're strong,
assertive and opinionated. That
could come in handy today,
since you're likely to run into an
argument. You may think ifs the
other guy's fault, but thafs only
half the story You like to stir things
up once in a while, too.

Libra (Sept. 23 Oct. 23)
Today is a 6 You're doing pretty well right now. but don't get
cocky. Your plans look good, but
they can get fouled up on a
technicality Dont overlook the
details; that's the sort of thing that
could sink the ship.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 Nov. 21)
Today is a 6. Quick thinking is
reauired today, as well as quick
action. You'll have an opportunity
to make a really good deal, but
you'll have to be firm and decisive. A person who's selling or

buying won't be. and that's your
advantage.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 Dec. 21)
Today is a 5. People want to
tell stories today. That happens to
be one of your favorite occupations, too. but be careful not to
do it during working hours. There's
still plenty that must be done
before tomorrow.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7. You had a bit of a
free ride yesterday, but that's
drawing to a close. Your luck
holds this morning, but by afternoon hard work is required to
achieve your goals. Don't
despair. This too will pass
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 5. Your luck is
improving and holds good for
the next several days. A recent
frustration is starting to fade. Conditions havent changed all that
much, but your attitude is shifting.
You're starting to feel like you can
handle anything.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5. Dont procrastinate today. A normally easy job
could become practically impossible later, as distractions keep
you from focusing your attention.
It's hard enough for you to focus
attention anyway, so do as much
as you can now. while conditions
are right. You'll be able to tell the
difference once they change.

In 1927, BGSU became known as the "Falcons." Before
that they were known as the "Normals."
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PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Paddle
4 Crushes to mush
9 Dazzling effect
14 Expected
15 Won] with soap
or horse
16 Cork people
17 Psychic's gift
18 Thickset
19 Colorful fish
20 Some relatives
by marriage
22 " Loves You"
23 Burned some
24 Six*
intentionally
29 Opposing
position
30 Birds' room
32 Poetic piece
33 Study of light
35 Nation near Fiji
37 Trudeau and
Curie
40 More of a
light-brown color
42 Unstructured
43 Having a cavity
45 Possess
46 Two-seater
48 Environs
52 Tongue element
54 Cooks' garb
56 Slice of a circle
57 Spinoza or
Arnold

HOROSCOPE

'

t

CROSS
R
D

■

•For Use answers, look on
the web: www.bgnews.com

51 John Jacob and
Mary
53 Data display
55 Nuisances
58 Edgeless sword
59
60
61
62

Tack on
Island garland
Writer Fleming
Tent stake

50 Additional
performance

PAGE THREE is
inteided asan
irreverent look at
The University.
We at The BO
News consider it
an offbeat page
whtrt we try to
offer something
for everybody.
Opinions
expressed herein
an solely thorn
of our staff.
Have a nice day.

"Upcoming Events" li s service to our renders borrowed dally via the University
web page. The calendar of events on the web page has a more complete listing
of events and can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Thursday, 10/8/98
Cuban-American Theater in
Miami (9:30 a.m.)
Ill South Hall. Presentation by
Jose Antonio Evora, Cuban film,
theater and arts critic. Part of the
New Music and Arts Festival.
Women's Hockey Fundraiser
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Women's Hockey
will be selling Domino's Pizza
coupon books for $10.
Swing Lessons (Noon - 3p.m.)
Outside of McDonald Hall.
Bring your khakis and your
neighbor to BG swings! Sponsored by UAO and Residence
Life.
Contemporary Cuban Media
and Art* (1 p.m.)
Ill South Hall. Presentation by
Wilfredo Cancio-Isla, Jose Antonio Evora and Sergio Payares.
Part of the New Music and Arts
Festival.

Composition Seminar with
Anthony Davis (3:30 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Event is
part of the 19th Annual New
Music & Art Festival. For further
information call 372-2685.

tional Session (4 - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Discover the many overseas education
programs available to BGSU students and the steps to take to
study abroad. For more information,
contact
Education
Abroad at 372-0309 or 372-0479.

NO FEAR: The Game of
Choice (4 p.m.)

Celebrity Lookalikes Casting
107 Hanna Hall, The Women's Call (5 - 8 p.m.)
Center. Change and transition
1104A and B Offenhauer West.
can be scary propositions, elicit- Looking for "stars" to appear at
ing self-questioning and doubt. the Harvest Moon Dance Oct. 17
For most of us, a common (Marilyn Monroe, James Dean,
underlying
element
lurks Elvis, Whoopi Goldberg, etc.).
beneath the surface: FEAR. This Must call 419/372-7201 for
last session of our three-part appointment to audition.
series will help participants
begin to overcome the fear of Contemporary Cuban Artist
choosing a major or career, or of Sergio Payares (6 p.m.)
making a change of direction in
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
their work or college career. The Fine Arts Center. Opening recepdiscussion will be rooted in the tion 7-8 pm. Payares, winner of
belief that understanding our the 1988 Diploma for Cuban Culneeds, values and interests is ture Contribution, will be at the
necessary to a full realization of opening. Continues through
our potential.
Nov. 5. Tues-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5.
Free. Part of the New Music and
Education Abroad InformaArt Festival.

WEBSITE OF THE DAY
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Eye on Guidelines proposed for prisons
news

compiled from staff and wire reports

■FIRE I
Fire claims child's life in Newark
NEWARK (AP) — A house fire Tuesday killed a 1-year-old boy
who was resting in his crib, authorities said
The child's name was not being released until relatives iould be
notified.
A bystander, Donald Reed of Newark, who tried to help gel the
child out of the house, was treated at Licking Memorial I lospital lor
smoke inhalation, said Bob Hurst, an assistant Newark lire chiel
No one else in the home was hurt.
The fire broke out about 8:30 a.m. in the two-stor\ home neat
downtown Newark, about 30 miles east of Columbus Firefighters
were able to put it out quickly, and they found the child's body in a
first-floor bedroom, Hurst said.
The fire's cause had not been determined, he said. Burn patterns
and flames spotted at the scene have led firefighters to suspect the
blaze started near the first-floor bedroom, he said.

I DIVERSITY I
■
OSU seeks to improve diversity on campus
COLUMBUS (AP) — The new president of Ohio State University
says he plans to open a dialogue on race.
William E. Kirwan, who became the school's president in July,
announced programs Tuesday including town hall-style meetings on
race — one each quarter, on dates yet to be determined. Kirwan reaffirmed that racial and ethnic diversity are top priorities, and he said
the university will participate in a national initiative that supports
affirmative action.
The school's position on diversity and its objectives will be
mapped out by a team of OSU officials led by Interim Provost Ed
Ray. Kirwan appointed him to evaluate what Ohio State is doing
about diversity.
Plenty of offices at Ohio State are working on racial issues and
diversity, but no one is coordinating and evaluating those efforts,
Ray said.
"We hope what will come out of this are some recommendations,
and that we can learn some lessons," he said.
Last year, about 13.2 percent of OSU's students, 11.8percent ol the
faculty and 18.5 percent of the staff were minorities
it also was a year marked by a weeklong sit-in al the OSU Ollue
o( Minoritv Affairs, during which black students said the universit)
was not paying enough attention to their needs And idi

□ Lawmakers release
results of investigation
into Youngstown
prison breaks.
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Privately run
prisons in Ohio should meet the
same standards as the state's
lockups and be kept from housing violent inmates, a legislative
committee
recommended
Wednesday.
"It is realistic to believe that
we will be stuck with private
prisons for a while, so we need
to take these steps to make them
safer," said Sen. Rhine Mi I in,
co-chairwoman of the Correctional Institutions Inspection
Committee.
The recommendations followed the prison oversight committee's investigation into the
daylight escape of six prisoners
from the Northeast Ohio Correctional Center in Youngstown.
The inmates — including four
convicted killers — escaped by
cutting through a wire fence
with wire cutters possibly supplied by a prison employee.
They were recaptured.
Corrections Corporation of
America, the prison's operator,
ordered security changes immediately after the escape The
Nashville-based company has
been under attack Since it
opened the medium security
prison in May 1997.
Inmates have sued the company, claiming the prison — which
has had at least 11 stabbingS and

Associated Press Photo
Ohio State Sen. Rhine Mclin, D-Dayton, right, chairwoman of the correctional Institute Inspection
Committee, gestures as she reads the committee's recommendations at the Ohio Storehouse
Wednesday in Columbus.
two killings
- is unsafe
said they were committed to ly transported maximum securiDozens of Washington, D.C., working with state, local and ty inmates to NOCC"
inmates whose security needs federal officials
Prison officials in Washington,
The committee blamed prison DC, could not be reached for
ded the medium-security
classification have been trans- officials in Washington, D.C., for comment. There was no answer
ferred out of the Youngstown much of the trouble in at the department's offices
prison under court order. An Youngstown
Wednesday afternoon.
additional 205 inmates were lo
"This committee does not
Though constitutional guarbe transferred In (VI 1, though
\(K( Warden Jimmy Turner view such a high number of antees probably prohibit the
said about 60 were still awaiting mis, lassifications' as merely the state from banning private prisproduct ol simple mistakes, ons altogether, lawmakers want
transfer.
benign
inadvertence or car!
at least to be notified and
Turner said in a written stateight," the report said. "We assured by the attorney general
ment that company officials will
address the committee report as find (DC. Department of Correc- that the prisons comply with
it makes its way through the tions) officials knowingly, inten- stale law, McLin said at a news
Legislature In the meantime, he tionally, deliberately and willful- conference.
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"I have always wanted to get
involved in pop culture," Donahue said. "Coming to Bowling
Green was a dream come true."
Donahue, with a combination
of talent and creativity, has been
breaking major ground in his
artwork, particularly with his
"art cars."
Donahue's artwork is currently on display at Grounds for
Thought on Main Street His art
show "Grassroots Campaign"
features photographs from his
travels, a popular culture collage
and photographs of his art cars.
The exhibition will be on display
until Nov. 5.
Donahue has had his visual
art displayed in galleries and
exhibitions throughout the United States.
Art cars are "rolling pieces of
art," Donahue said, adding that
they are becoming a popular art
movement. He said art cars
became popular in the 1960"s
during the psychedelic area, yet
today art cars are gaining
national exposure.
Donahue has created several
art cars. He first art car was "The
Record Car, Volume One" and
his most recent art car is the
"The Record Car, Volume Two."
"The Record Car, Volume
Two" is a car decorated with
various records and album covers. Donahue said he also used
broken pieces of records to create a mosaic design. Donahue
said he tries to include music in
many of his art pieces.
Donahue said it only takes
him a week to create an art car,
yet some artists will work for
months on their cars. He attributes his speedy work to the fact
that he has a concept and he just
goes with it.
"My artwork reflects my personality," Donahue said. "It
gives me pleasure. It's a spiritual
thing."
Donahue said the "Grassroots

Campaign" has been in his
blood ever since he can remember. He said it is his attempt to
share the American experience
through creative measures.
He said this art show brings
him back to his roots because
some of his earliest work was
displayed at Grounds for
Thought.
"The coffee shop is an ideal
setting of Americana," Donahue
said. "There is room to think,
relax and take in all the images
displayed."
Donahue has also displayed
his art cars in the Orange Show
in Houston, Texas for the past
three years and the "The Record
Car, Volume One" was featured
on the PBS Motor Week special.
"I haven't made any money,
but I have had a lot of fun," he
said. "I have gotten to work with
cool people and help others with
their art."
Donahue said the first step in
creating an art car is to sand the
vehicle, then prime it and brush
paint the car.
He also said art cars give
everyone a chance to make art.
He said for too long fine art has
ruled the artistic world. He said
art cars are more of a contemporary, "anything goes" art; there
are no limits when it comes to
art cars.
Donahue said he goes to junk
shops and museums to find
items for his art cars. He said he
will buy an album just for the
album cover. He also uses pamphlets and sheet music for his
cars.
Also on display at Grounds
for Thought are photographs of
all the places he has traveled,
including Houston, San Francisco, Chicago, Memphis and a
highway in California.
Donahue said his pictures are
trying to capture America and
how he goes about getting to his
destination. He said he is on a
limited budget and he will get
out on the road by any means

SAD

necessary.

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

"I like traveling," Donahue
said. "It is healthy for the mind.
It is the best way to learn."
Donahue will also be one of
four speakers Saturday to examine the art car phenomenon during the colloquium "Art Vehicles: Locally/Globally." He will
be focusing on the art car in
American popular culture starting in the 1950's and continuing
through the present day.
In the future Donahue would
like to work in a museum and
continue to make art and explore
his creative side.
"I don't want to work under
someone," he said. "If you work
all the time you have no time, no
energy, no soul left for the creative end."
Donahue is also a musician.
He is a member of the band
"Universe Crew." "Universe
Crew" is a four-member band
that plays music dealing with
social issues and politics.
Donahue said their biggest hit
was "What is inside your Afro?"
He also said their music is
played in the United States, Australia, Japan and Europe.
He also has his own radio
show, "The Mad Mix," which
airs every Tuesday 8-10 p.m. on
WBGU 88.1 FM. Donahue is currently working on his newest
project, a book about Hines
Farms, a Toledo jazz club. He
said he received a Toledo grant
to work on this project and he
expects it to come out in the
summer of 1999.
Bill Schurk, sound recording
archivist, said Donahue is an
excellent researcher and has a
great work ethic. He said Donahue is service-oriented and is
always willing to step in and
help out.
"He is a great person," Schurk
said. "He is the assistant you go
to if you need assistance. He is a
'Matt of all trades. •"

Nathan said learning about
art cars will expand students'
horizons and help students look
at art in a different way.
"On the surface they are fun,
but they also allow a student to
take a new look at something
commonplace," Nathan said.
This weekend the celebration
will continue with exhibitions
and guest speakers. Best will be
discussing his work Friday at 6
p.m. in room 204 of the Fine Arts
Center.
At the same time the exhibition "On the Road: Art Cars"
will open. This will feature the
art car created during the "Arta-Car" workshop, along with an
exhibition of photographs and
videos transformed into art.
In addition to the art car
workshop, there will be four
presentations examining the art
car craze and an exhibition of
photographs and videos documenting art car trends Saturday
from 9-11 a.m. in room 204 of
the Fine Arts Center.
Jack Santino, professor of
popular culture; Karen Kakas,
assistant professor of art;
Matthew Donahue, graduate
student in American culture
studies; and Greg Phelps, a
Columbus artist, will discuss
various aspects of the art car
phenomenon.
Donahue said art cars give
everyone a chance to make art.
He said a person needs both talent and creativity to be an art
car artist.
"It will open their minds
about new art techniques," Donahue said. "You put art on cars,
rather than on canvases."
If interested in registering a
vehicle for the parade, call 3728525. The parade will begin at 1
p.m. on the corner of Clough
and Main Street.

people who want to remain
happy during the winter
months.
"Try to be more active during
the winter months, exercise
more and engage in more social
activities to counteract the atypical symptoms of the disorder,"
Drake said.
Drake claims the main difference between suffering from
SAD and suffering from depression is the symptoms people
experience.
"People who suffer from SAD
experience atypical symptoms
such as overeating, sleeping
more and less energy," Drake
said. "People suffering from
depression have more typical
symptoms such as decrease in
appetite and inability to sleep,"
Drake said.
Those suffering from the disease should realize they can
receive help and overcome the
winter blues. Both Kaplan and
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Drake advise people who surfer
from the disorder to get help
through light therapy.
"Light therapy is marketed
for people with seasonal affective disorder, and works when
people sit 20 to 40 minutes in a
light box daily," Kaplan said.
This treatment is common for
people who suffer from SAD. It
makes up for the decreased
amount of light people receive
during the winter months. Light
treatment is available at the University Psychological Service
Center. Those interested can
contact David Connell, a clinical
psychologist, or Behavioral Connections at 352-5249 to get more
information.
Kaplan also advises people
who tend to get a little under the
weather during the winter
months to live in warmer climates.
"Go to someplace where the
sun is shining more," Kaplan
said. "The farther south you go
the better."

SAVE LIVES!
Earn up to $140 per month and help save
lives at the same time by donating plasma.

When you make a plasma donation you also receive
a free physical exam and free HIV testing.
Accepting New Donors
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10AM-5PM

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624
255-6772
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BG looks to NIU for big opportunity
□ The men's soccer
team is looking to
break a six-game winless string on the road.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Everyone is familiar with the
saying, "United we stand, divided we fall."
The Bowling Green men's soccer team is trying to remind itself
of that fact this week in practice
after a heartbreaking 2-1 loss to

Buffalo in overtime Sunday.
"I've never been concerned
about us breaking down as a
team," coach Mel Mahler said.
"One of the things we always
prided ourselves on is the moral
fiber to our program. We can't be
concerned about pointing fingers. We're all in this together.
We've always had good team
chemistry."
That good team chemistry
goes back to the recruiting
process. The painful part of that
process is the maturing of the
young athletes.
"When you're younger, you

think you have all the answers,"
Mahler said. "You don't really
realize that until you get around
the block a few times and you
have some successes and failures. We need to mature as a
team."
The loss extended the Falcons'
winless skid to six games. They
have been 0-4-2 over that time.
The Falcons will try to reestablish their dominance on the road
Friday and Sunday when they
travel to Western Michigan and
Northern Illinois for Mid-American Conference showdowns.
"Basically, we're just trying to

stick together and work harder
than we ever have," BG senior
back Darren Niles said. "I think
our play is all right. We just
haven't been getting many
breaks. So we're just going to
keep working as hard as we can.
Our motto for the rest of the year
is to just outwork the rest of the
teams."
Last year, the Falcons defeated
the Broncos 5-0 at Cochrane
Field. In the team's entire history,
BG has gone 21-3-1 against Westem. The Broncos, 4-3-1 overall
and 1-1-0 in the MAC, are under
the direction of first-year head

coach Chris Karwoski. They
defeated Miami 1-0 before losing
to Kentucky 5-4. They led the
Wildcats 4-2 before falling.
Northern Illinois, under the
direction of Willy Roy, is 6-1-1
overall and 0-1-0 in the MAC.
Last year, BG defeated Northern
Illinois 4-3 in the regular season
and 4-1 in the first round of the
MAC tournament.
"As long as we play our game,
I think we should be fine," Niles
said. "We just have to keep up
our work ethic and outwork
Western and Northern. Last year,
we were down 3-1 against

Northern here at home, then we
just kept on working and working and came back."
One of the goals for the weekend is to not let one guy beat
them, like Buffalo's Steve Butcher did Sunday. Butcher scored
the game winning goal against
the Falcons.
"Essentially, we have to get
better at getting numbers forward in the attack and we have
to get better at getting back so we
have more numbers in defense,"
Mahler said. "That boils down to
work ethic and anticipating."

Head over heels Erb flips for Falcons
Erb turns heads in her trademark throw-in move
Desiree Erb, right back for the Falcon women's soccer team, has a
unique throw-in move. Each time the ball goes out of bounds, Erb
tosses it in a little different than the average
throw-in. She flips as she moves the ball into
play. Both feet must be on the ground before
thehall can be released. Here's the play by play.

□ Freshman Desiree Erb
works to perfect her play
and special throw-in style.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News

#

First, Erb runs in with the
ball high above her head.

Desiree Erb is an easy person to
spot at Mickey Cochrane Field, especially when she's on the sidelines
throwing in the ball.

Next, she
pushes the
soccer ball
forward in
front of her,
vaulting her
body forward.
Erb credits her
ability to do
this to her
previous
experience as a
gymnast

After the ball hits the
ground, Erb pushes
herself forward and
flips over to
her feet.
^

Erb, a freshman forward/midfielder from Wapakoneta, Ohio, prides
herself on her interesting flip throw-in
technique that she has been perfecting
since she the sixth grade.
"I was watching a soccer game on
TV when I was younger and I saw a
guy throw the ball in this unusual
way," Erb said. "! thought it was pretty cool so I went out in my backyard
to try it and I have been doing it ever
since. It just comes as second nature to
me now."
Her technique starts off with her
out of bounds and the ball in her
hands. She backs up a few feet from
the sideline and then runs toward it.
She then places the ball on the ground
to balance herself, flips over the ball

and then releases it. The ball is
launched back into play and the distance of the throw-in proves helpful
for the Falcon offense. The whole
process only lasts a few seconds, but it
grabs the attention of everyone in
attendance.
"Coach (Piccirillo) usually tells me
to throw the ball in when we are on
the offensive and close to the goal,"
Erb said. "I enjoy doing it and because
of the length of the throw-in, it really
helps our attackers who are trying to
score."

Erb, who attended Wapakoneta
High School, also competed in basketball, track and softball. When she was
younger, she competed in gymnastics,
which she credits with helping her
balance herself on a soccer ball upside
down.
"I used to get scared when I first
started doing it," Erb said. "I only did
it once in a while during the game but
now I do it four or five times a game.
The only time that I don't do it is
when the weather is bad."
When watching her perform her
throw-in, it's difficult to imagine how
she doesn't hurt herself. But Erb
seems confident when doing it and it
is easy to see how much different and

better her style is in terms of distance.
"I don't really think about getting
hurt when doing it," Erb said. "There
is always the possibility that I could
get hurt doing it, but I try not to think
about it when I am upside down
(and) the only thing between me and
the ground is a soccer ball."
In her first year on the women's
soccer team, Erb has played in all
eleven matches and started in one.
She has five points, with two goals
and one assist, and is tied for seventh
place on the team in total points.
"I love playing soccer in college'
and for this team," Erb said. "This is
the best team that I have ever played
on and I have played on a lot of traveling and club teams."
Her biggest game of the season
came during the record-setting Robert
Morris game earlier in the month. The
team broke the school record by scoring nine goals in one game with Erb
contributing with one goal and one
assist.

"The chemistry on this team is
tremendous," Erb said. "The team
gets along so well on and off the field
that it makes it so enjoyable to play."

Women's soccer faces tough Huskies
Once she
lands, Erb
forces the
soccer
ballin
& front of
her,
placing die
ballin
play-
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□ The "Big dog" of the
MAC, NIU, is in BG for
one of the biggest games
of the season

See Erb and
die rest of
the Falcons
in action this
Friday al^
Mickey
Cochrane Field
at 3 p.m.
BG Newi PtaotcVSCOTT FAUBER

By PETE STELLA
The BG News
After going 1-1 this weekend
against Central and Western Michigan, the BG women's soccer team gets
ready to face Mid-American Conference favorite Northern Illinois on Friday at 3 p.m. at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
With the win and the loss, Bowling
Green's record moves to 6-4-1 overall

and 3-2-1 in the MAC. Friday's match
will be the last game of the Falcon's
longest homestand of the season.
The Northern Illinois Huskies currently stand at 6-4-1 overall and 5-1-0
in the MAC. Last season, NIU won
both the MAC regular season and
tournament crowns. The Huskies are
coached by Frank Horvat, who is in
his sixth year and has compiled a
record of 52-52-3.
"Northern is a great team and one
of the best one's we will see all season," coach Tom Piccirillo said.
"Mucci is a great player and we will
have to shut her down and the rest of
the team to get the win."
Piccirillo was referring to senior
forward Sarah Mucci, who is regard-

ed as the Huskies' best player and one
of the best players in the MAC.
"We need to take her out of the
equation," Piccirillo said. "We need to
force the weaker players on that team
to step it up and we have to come out
ready to play."
The Falcons already have 29 goals,
surpassing their total number from
last year (28).
Against NIU last fall, the Falcons
were shut out in their first-ever conference match, 6-0 at Cochrane field.
The Falcons start their five-match
away trip with a game at Oakland
(Michigan) on Monday at 3 p.m. The
Golden Grizzlies are competing in
their first year as a Division 1 program.

Netters with close call against Raiders

□ The Falcons win a
breathtaker against the
Raiders to stay undefeated at home.
By NICK HURM
The BG News

The Bowling Green volleyball
squad played the role of the cardiac kids last night.
After winning the first set in
easy fashion, the Falcons entered
a full blown battle with Wright
State lasting five games and capturing their third-straight win.
BG (11-7 overall, 4-1 Mid-American Conference) is 5-0 at home
this year.
The Falcon match once again
brought up their question of

inconsistency.
who is normally more of a defen"In a way it (the win) was sive factor had an impressive
good because we went to five .500 kill percentage as she threw
games," co-captain Heather down 7 kills.
Greig said. "And we won it and
Defense was lacking at times,
took charge in game five, but but Lori Kemerer was the major
there is inconsistency and this bright spot for the Falcons. She
demonstrated it. Overall it a pos- had three key solo blocks and led
itive a positive thing."
BG in digs with 18.
Although this was not a MAC
In the final game, BG proved
game, the competitiveness was to be a better team. Kemerer and
top notch.
Lewis threw down monster kills
The "Mac killer", Heather and BG escaped with the victory.
Murphy, once again had another
"We needed this," coach
big night. She slammed down 31 Denise Van De Walle said. "This
kills, averaging over six a game was a must win trying to stay
and also added 15 digs. Murphy undefeated at home getting
also added to key aces that ready to play Akron on Saturhelped lead BG to victory in day."
game five. Coming into play
Game one started where the
Murphy was ranked seventh in Falcons left off over the weekthe nation for kills per game.
end. BG won a decisive 15-2 vicMelissa Lewis was flying high tory over the Raiders. It looked
adding 17 kills and Krista Davis, like it was going to be a quick

>

night, before things fell apart for
BG.
With a 7-3 victory in game two
the Raiders rallied tying it 10-10.
BG took a time out, but it didn't
help the matter. Wright State
overcame the first game embarrassment winning 15-11. The Falcons were beginning to show
signs of previously lost matches.
In game three the Falcons
turned things around as Lewis
and Murphy piled up kill after
kill. Right Side hitter Chris
Pesorda also added to the
offense slamming balls down
with authority. The old BG was
back and it went on to win 15-12.
BG was about to close the victory in game four when Wright
State came back from a 14-10
deficit and shocked the home
crowd beating the Falcons 16-14.

BG New* Photo/ MATT DANN

Heather Greig (middle) sets the boll to Krista Davis (left) last
night, as the Falcons beat Wright State in live sets.

I
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BG tennis teams
encounter tough
weekend ahead
□ The women's tennis
team heads to the Ohio
State tournament,
while the men go to
Austin for the ITAA11American Pre-Qualifier.
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
This weekend brings the
strongest competition of the fall
season for both the men's and
women's tennis teams.
The Bowling Green women
travel to Columbus on Friday for
the Ohio State tournament,
while men's coach Jay Harris
and senior co-captains Matt
Wiles and Radu Bartan are on
their way to Austin, Texas.
Women's coach Penny Dean
could only speculate as to what
teams would be in Columbus as
of Wednesday. She knows OSU
will be there and her Falcons
have been preparing for the
toughest matches of the year.
According to Dean, the team
has been scrimmaging more this
week, as opposed to focusing on
drills and mechanics, in an effort
to get ready for the increased
intensity level they expect to
find.
Dean said that Eastern Michigan and Akron might be there,
along with teams from larger
schools like Notre Dame and
Iowa. She expects 10 to 12 teams
in all.
The format will consist of
seven flights of 16 players and
will feature singles and doubles
action.
BG's goal at the beginning of
the fall was to peak at the MidAmerican Conference Individual
Tournament. Dean said that the
level of play in practice has
slipped somewhat during the
, two-week layoff since the Michigan State Invitational. Still, she is
[ confident the Falcons will be
• ready to play this weekend and,
more importantly, next weekend
at the MAC tournament.
"This tournament will be
: tough but we are ready for it,"
she said. "It's stronger than the
; MAC so it will be a good lead in.
: Once the players get on the bus I
I know they will be psyched."
Going on the road doesn't
intimidate the Falcons, even
though they know the competi■ turn will feature some of the best
; players in the country.
Sophomore Meghan Rhodes
j said the fall road trips are much
; easier than those in the spring,
■ because the players spend three

sjWine
W

W

compiled Jnm staff rrporu

I NFL

Bengals release
Stallings
CINCINNATI (AP) — Defensive end Ramondo Stallings,
sidelined the entire season by a
pulled hamstring, was released
today by the Cincinnati Bengals.
Stallings, a fifth-year veteran,
pulled the hamstring early in
training camp. He was placed on
injured reserve on Aug. 25 and
had completed a rehabilitation
program.

■ NCAA "ii^

Louisville appeals
NCAA findings

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
University of Louisville will

days at
opposing
school in
tall and
used to
courts
atmosphere.
"It's not like Radu Bartan
a dual match
where you're
just there to play and leave,"
Rhodes said. "We know all the
other teams will be very tough
so this is the time to go out and
play hard and not worry about
wins and losses. I think everyone
is
playing
solid
right
now and we
should have
enough confidence coming
off this to go
to the MAC
Megan Rhodes
strong."
Junior Deidee Bissinger said she misses the
fan support on the road, but
most of the player's parents follow the team and that makes it
seem a little like home.
"Road trips are a lot of fun
and they bring us together as a
team," she said. "Playing matches is the best way to get ready for
the MAC. It's been on our minds
the whole time."
While the women are in the
state capital, Harris, Wiles and
Bartan will be in longhom country.
This ITA Tournament is one of
four major grand slam tournaments in the nation, according to
Harris, and it will feature the
best players in the country.
As for how well his players
will do in such a prestigious
tournament, Harris is uncertain.
"BG has never been represented at this tournament in the past
so it is a new experience for
everyone," Harris said. "Hopefully these guys will enjoy it and
have a good time. I really don't
have any idea how far they can
go because it is our first experience there. A lot will depend on
our draw."
Bartan and Wiles qualified for
the tournament based on their
records from last year and will
play singles and doubles on Saturday and Sunday.
Bartan said getting up for the
competition will be easy and he
is not worried about playing
against the best.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
he said. "It's easy to play your
best down there. I'm going to try
and beat some great players."
Harris, Bartan and Wiles will
join the rest of the team next
week for the Kentucky Invitational in Lexington.

BASEBALL
American League

MINNESOTA TWINS—Announced the
resignation of Terry Crowley. hitting coach, to
uke the same position with the Baltimore Orioles
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Claimed RHP
Cory Udle off waivers from the Arizona Diamonbacka
National League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Oaimed RHP
Doug Bochller off waivers from me Detroit
Tigers Designated C Henry Blanco for assignment
MILWAUKEE BREWERS -Announced the
resignation of I jrry Hisle, minor-league hitting
coordinator Assigned OF Todd Dunn to
Louisville of the International League
NEW YORK METS—Activated RHP Jason
[srtnghausen, C Vance Wilson, RHP Brad
Oontz. LHP Hector Mercado and INF Craig
Paquette from the 60-day disabled list Sent
Oontz, Mercado, Paquette, RHP Josias Manzarullo and INF Todd Haney outright to Norfolk of the International League
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES— Announced
that the contracts of scouts Bang Devine and
Fred Mannque will not be renewed

LOS ANGELES LAKERS—Named )im
Buss assistant general manager
FOOTBALL

its men's basketball program is a

DENVER BRONCOS—Released DT Duane
Ashman from the practice squad Signed K
Scott Bentley to the practice squad

J

□ Cleveland beats New York
4-1, as the series shifts to
Jacob's Field for Games 3, 4
and 5.
The Associated Press
NF.W YORK — The umpires botched the
call, Chuck Knoblauch blew his cool and
the Cleveland Indians escaped Yankee Stadium with a split.
After 11 innings of excruciatingly intense
baseball. Game 2 of the AL championship
series turned on a bizarre bunt play in the
12th inning Wednesday.
Umpires failed to call Travis Fryman out
for interfering with Tino Martinez's throw
as he ran inside the line on his bunt
attempt, and Enrique Wilson broke a 1-all
tie by scoring all the way from first base as
Knoblauch stood at the bag pointing and
arguing, instead of picking up the ball.
Kenny Lofton followed with a two-run
single, and the Indians beat New York 4-1,
evening the AI. championship series at one
game apiece.
"I started out inside the line and when 1
knew I could get by Tino, I tried to straighten out a little bit," Fryman said.
It was a play that will surely be debated,
much like j.C. Martin's controversial bunt
that won Game 4 of the 1969 World Series
for the New York Mets against Baltimore.
"It was so blatant. I don't know what to
say. It was a terrible call," Yankees manager Joe Torre said. "There was no line ever
touched."
Forget about domination, and put
revenge on hold — plays like this can turn
a series around.
Jim Thome singled off Jeff Nelson leading off the 12th, Cleveland's first runner
since Omar Vizquel tripled with one out in
the eighth. Wilson ran for Thome, and Fryman sent a bunt up the first-base line to
Martinez.
Martinez threw to Knoblauch, the sec-

ond baseman who was covering the firstbase bag, and the ball hit Fryman, who was
clearly running in fair territory, in the back.
Baseball rules require that a runner be on
the foul side of the line for the final 45 feet
to first base, but it is up to the umpire's
judgment whether a runner interferes with
the play.
"The play occurred right at the base,"
crew chief Jim Evans said. "The fact that he
was literally on the base or half a step from
the base, he has the right to be in that position."
Evans said there are two keys.
"Is it a throw that would have retired
him, and how close is he to the base?"
Evans said. "He has the right to be in fair
territory that close to the base."
While
Wilson
rounded
second,
Knoblauch was pointing at the base, trying
to get first-base umpire John Shulock or
plate umpire Ted Hendry to reverse the
call.
While Wilson rounded third, Knoblauch
still was pointing.
Finally, he picked it up, but it was too
late. Wilson, who nearly tripped himself up
as he headed home, sprawled into the plate
with the go-ahead run.
"I thought we'd have to get a wheel-barrow out there for a while," Indians manager Mike Hargrove said.
Torre argued to no avail.
"I thought they made the right call,"
Hargrove said. "If I were on the other side,
I might have a different opinion."
Torre also was angry at Hendry's calls
behind the plate.
"The ball-strike stuff stunk tonight, but it
stunk for both sides," he said.
In blowing out Jaret Wright in the first
inning of Game 1 Tuesday and cruising to a
7-2 victory, the Yankees looked invincible,
just like they did during the regular season.
But maybe avenging last year's loss to
Cleveland in the first round won't be so
easy for the Yankees, who lost for the first
time in five postseason games this fall.

Right from Kenny Lofton's game-opening flyout to the warning track in center, the
Indians seemed different. David Cone nearly matched Charles Nagy, but the top of the
New York batting order, nearly silent in the
first-round sweep of Texas, once again
sputtered.
David Justice put the Indians ahead with
a fourth-inning homer off Cone — the first
time the Yankees trailed this postseason —
but Scott Brosius' RBI double tied the score
in the seventh and chased Nagy, who had
been working on a four-hit shutout.
Cleveland is used to coming from
behind in the postseason. This is the eighth
straight time the Indians lost a series opener.
After an off day, the series resumes Friday night at Jacobs Field in Cleveland, with
Andy Pettitte (16-11) pitching for New York
against Bartolo Colon (14-9).
Dave Burba, the sixth of seven Cleveland
pitchers, was the winner, and Mike Jackson
got the save. Nelson, the jourth of five New
York pitchers, was the loser.
Nagy and Cone were brilliant. Nagy,
who beat Boston in Game 3 last week after
winning five of his last six decisions in the
regular season, allowed one run and five
hits in 6 2-3 innings, striking out five and
walking one.
Cone, who wanted to atone for an awful
start in the opener against Cleveland last
year, gave up five hits in eight innings,
striking out five and walking three.
Justice, only 3-for-18 against Cone in his
career, homered for the first hit off Cone,
sending an 0-1 pitch over the fence in right
as Paul O'Neill came close to denying him
with a leaping catch.
Cleveland then loaded the bases on
walks to Manny Ramirez and Brian Giles
around a single by Fryman. But Sandy Alomar stranded them when he grounded to
first.
Vizquel created another great chance
when he sliced an opposite-field triple off
the left-field line with one out in the eighth.

■ STANDINGS
National Football League

INDtANAPOUS COLTS—Placed DE Dan
Footman on injured reserve Claimed DB Rit
Mathias off waivers from the Cincinnati Ben

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
W
L
Eaat

T

Pet.

PF

1

0

750

67

i*
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed 06 Todd

Miami

3

New England

3

1

0

750

107

DoxTon to the practice squad.

NYlets

2

2

0

.500

104

OAKLAND RAIDERS

Activated QB Pi

Barnes from the practice squad Signed LB lor
Hess* to the practice squad
PHILADELPHIA

Buffalo

1

3

0

250

Ml

Indianapolis

1

4

0

.200

57

lacksonville

4

0

0

1000

%

Pittsburgh

3

1

0

750

50

Baltimore

2

2

0

500

78

1

3

0

250

7»

1

3

0

250

68

Denver

5

0

0

1000

182

Central

EACLES-Announcetl

RB Darnell Autry has quit the practice squad
Signed FB Mike Reed from the practice squad
Signed RB lames Boscic to the practice squad

Tennessee

HOCKEY
National Hockey league
BUFFALO
Patrick

SABRES-Signed

West

D

lame ,

LOS ANGELES KINGS- Assigned D Mai

Kansas City

4

1

0

BOO

101

Oakland

3

2

0

M0

81

Seattle

3

2

0

M0

111

3

0

400

64

W

L

T

Pet.

PF

Vtsheau and D laroslave Modry to Long Beac »

2
Sanrwo
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

■at Hat ML

East
Dallas

3

2

0

600

135

Arizona

2

3

0

400

81

Sutton and LW Eric Bertrand k> Albany of th t

NY. Giants

2

3

0

400

92

AHL Sent C Scott Gomez to TH-City of th f

Philadelphia

0

5

0

000

52

WHL

Washington

0

5

0

000

74
166

NEW

JFKSFY

DFVII S— Assigned

(

,

Richard Shulmnlra. D i a-ordie Kinnear. D Kr

Central
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Assigned

Minnesota

0

0

1.000

Mike Kennedy and D Zdeno Chara to Lowell c '

Green Bay

1

0

800

135

Tampa Bay

3

0

.400

75

Chicago

4

0

200

109

Detroit

4

0

200

107

Atlanta

1

o

.750

107

New Orleans

1

0

.750

19

San Francisco

1

0

750

133

St Louts

3

0

.250

99

4

0

000

81

the AHL
PHILADELPHIA

FLYERS—Signed

RV V

lody Hull to a two-year contract

National Football Leafta*
CINCINNATI BENGALS—Released DE
Ramondo Stallings

Photo

One little, two little, three
little Indians score in 12th

BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association

PTCM

Cleveland's Travis Fryman (left) advances to first, as New York's Tino Martinez fields the ball in the top of the 12th.

TRANSACTIONS

appeal the NCAA's finding that
repeat violator of NCAA rules.

Associated

PHOENIX COYOTES—Placed LW Lou
DeBrusk on waivers Assigned D Bryan Helme
to Las Vegas of the IHL
TAMPA BAY IJCHThirNG—Signed C Vsn cent Lecavalier

Ohio High School Football Poll
COLUMBUS, Ohio — How a state panel of sports writers and broad.
casters rales Ohio high school football teams in the third of eight week*
ly 1998 polls for The Associated Press, by OHSAA divisions, with wonlost record and total points (first-place votes in parentheses):
DIVISION I
1. Canton McKmley (18) 4-0 295
2. Warren Harding (14) SO
290
3. Upper Arlington SO
237
4. ( leve St Ignanus 4-1
209
5. Worthmgton Kilbourne SO 168
6. Strongsville 50 153
7. Cm Colerain (1) 5-0
112
8. Grove City 5-0 85
9. Shaker HB 5-0 77
10. Fremont Rosa 5-0
32
Others receiving 12 or more points II, N. Canton Hoover 27.12. Tol
St Francis 24 13. Hilliard Davidson 17.
DIVISION II
l.Zanesvdle(16)5-0
2, Chardon (8) 5-0 253
3, Uniontown Uke (2) SO
228
4, Lebanon (4) 54 220
5, Barbenon SO 167
6, Tiffin Columbian (1) 5-0
135
7, Kings Mills Kings SO
92
8.0iiUicothe(l)4.1
52
9.NUe»McKinley(l)4-l
4B
10. Youngs Chaney 4-1
38
Others receiving 12 or more points II, Can Roger Bacon 28 12. EIjverpool 26 13. Madison 24 14. Mayfleld 22 IS, New Carlisle Tecumseh 19 16. Salem 18 17 (tie). Alliance. Mentor Lake Cath 16 19 (be).
CeUna. Dover. Sytvania Northvarw 14
DIVISION III
3M
1. Cuy Falls Walsh |esult (21) 54)

m

2. Minerva (4) SO 226
3. Cols DeSales 14) 4 I

West

Carolina

0

<

209

4. ThomviUe Sheridan 5-0
18*
5. Poland Seminary (3) SO
172
6. Younp Mooney 4-1
146
7. Akron Hoban SO
143
». lackson SO
134
9. Winsrrsville Indian Creek SO
10. Beknl W Branch 4-1
34
On McNkhoUs4-l
34
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AVE BUDDIES BUCKS
20% OFF YOUR PERM OR NAILS
112 OFF YOUR BUDDIES CUT

MANE STYLE SALON
CHRISTINE 353-6263

Help Wanted
General Food
Service Workers

fas High School Student Workers
UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

14 years or older
BGSU University Dining Services
$5.20 per hour
We Offer:

Fully Paid Training
Rexible Work Hours & Work Days
Work a Few Hours After the School Day & Weekends
Fun Work Atmosphere
Meet New Friends
Experience For Your Resume
Merit & Longevity Salary Increases
Promotional Opportunities

Tasks You May Be Asked to Perform:
Serve Food from a Steamtable to Customers
Maintain a Busing Station
Clean and Sanitize Pots and Pans
Operate a Dishmachine
Mop Roors
Prepare Sandwiches
Clean and Prepare Produce
Clean and Sanitize Restrooms

3AMMA
PHI
BETA
Welcomes the Fall 1998
New Member Class:
'Tracy Boulton
Lauren Bryant
W Brittany Campbell
Mandi Chaff
Leslie Configliacco
Becky Dokken
Kimmey Dunn
Alison Ensign
Angela Gaglione
,ElIie Gausmann
Jody Hainer
Katie Hoops
Kimberly Kirtly

Kristen McCleod
Lori Neal
Kristi Nile>
Michele Pino
Chesney Sauder
Diane Schroeder
Jenny Sepate
Kelly Schultz
Betsy Slawinski
Ann Slaboda
Jessica Wagoner
Kim Wagoner
Danielle Zunk

To Apply.

TO YOUR
WORLD
^A*j>«

COLLEGE

PROGRitin

f\^-_^: October 15.1998

2^_j?

6:00 pm
W^ERE: 115 Olscamp Hall

The Wall Disney College Program is about friends.

experiences and opportunities you'll discover as
you live, learn and eam in our world.

STOP BY AND DISCOVER A WORLD
Of OPPORTUNITIES AT DISNEY.

Pick-up an application
Inquiry packet at 200 Centrex Bldg.
8a.m. - 5p.m. Monday - Friday
BGSU is an EEO/AA Employer and Educator.

GRAND OPENING WEEK

^yK&K <S>
PUB

7:oo-9:oo Happy Hour
532 W. Wooster
352-2447
Monday

Tuesday

Bar &
Restaurant
Appreciation
nig fit.

Charity
&

Show your pay
stub or wear
your uniform
for...

DRINK
SPECIALS
ALL
NIGHT!!

Wednesday

Thursday

Dove
Mattheu/s

T.B.A.

Get there
early or
you won't
get in.

Saturday

DJ Spins
Great Music
All Night
Long!

P fits fling
wLtfi

Fundraiser

Night

Friday

Jason and
Tim's Birthday
PartyEi/eryone
Welcome
After 9:00pm
Live Music from
local & National
Swing Bands.
1

|j
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The Wellness Connection is now open at a
new location-170 Health Corner Come si and
see us. Questions? 372-WELl (9355)

Classified
Ads

PERSONALS

372-6977

•AOII-Urjody'AOir
Roses are red. violets are blue.
You donl know me. but I know you.
■Aotrur jody'AOir

TV BO Nc*i *tll noc kaowingl) ».tin arjvrrt«*ii»fnn
IKM dnnnuiuif i» cMiumfC «]M»*nm.na..«. isaiiM
M> individual or group MI the hi
cmd. rvliKHM. Miaul on|im. **»iul nncnuimn di.jtHhi). vww tt a «tirraa. or o« thr tuu* "1 any other
lejaflj protKWd .uiuv

AS ID Mealing
Monday,CO .1208:30
kilnaGllHna
Don'1 tonjal your l-shirt designs
lnloontn»H«unMdTr«il
Snacks S Refreshments AH Welcome
ATTENTION HOCKEY FANS
8GSU Women's Hockey Team is sailing Oommo's coupon boons m the Union Foyer from
10:00-4:00, Tues-Thurs. A $2* value lor $101
Bursaraple Come help us fund our season.
Education Abroad Fair
Thursday. Ooober 22
11 «0am-3:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

I canl wait unM Sunday
What an awesome pair we will be
Welcome to the family!

Catch al the latest action in Falcon athletics'
Watch Cnns Stipes. Mike Leonard, and Stephanie Kuel weekdays on BG 24 news! Turn
to cable channel 24 even/day at 530, 10:30.
and 7 30 am

Love
Your Big
AOII' AOII' AOM' AOtl
Valerie.
Lile is a tunny rhmg.
rhere's a lot of fun in store.
Being an AOII makes me sing.
And you, Id', make my hear soar)

CRUELTY-FREE Health & Beauty aids. Candles, Crystals. Incense. Books. Music and
morel At ALTERNATIVES. 131 W Wooster in
BGI Home ol the WITCHES' BALLI Cal
352 7333 tor intol
OZDZ
Congratulations to liana Horn lor being selected as OGR'Then onl

KOI

You're halfway there-just wait til Sun.i
We're already a great pairl
Love. Your Big
AOII'AOII-AOII-AOII
AOII' UT Jennifer B ' AOII
Oue: I've eyes like you.
I'm pan of the house.
And now you are too1
'Alpha love from your Big*
AOII AOII AOII AOII
Little Colleen.
What is a friend?
It is one soul dwelling in two bodies.
Pagano from Chicago, do you have a clue ?
I'm your big, sillie, I wonder whoi
AOII AOII AOII AOII

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
BO's and 90's dance
KA AGD KA AGO KA AGO KA
The brothers ol Kappa Alpha Order would like
10 thank the ladies of AGO tor a swmgin' lane at
the Tea Saturday.
KA AGD KA AGD KA AGD KA

Lil LynnLove, Big'

AOII AOII AOII

CITY EVENTS
Cosmos for Culture
Art. Poetry A Great Music
WITCHES' BALL" Salurday. OCT 31 at Alternativea. 131 W. Wooster St in BG Refreshments. Costume Contest A more' Runs 9pm to
whenever) Tickets $2.50 al Alternatives, or
S3 00 at the door. For more mfo. call ALTERNATIVES at 352-7333. or slop in at 131 W
Wooster St. Dust off your broomsticks A fly on
ml WITCHES' BALLI

AOII AOII AOII
There once was a girl named Devon
Who loved AOII twenty-four seven
Come Sunday you will see
What a great big/M pair we'll bei
Love, B-g?
AOII AOII AOII

I have long brown hair
and eyes of green
We will make a wonderful team!
Alpha love, Your BigAOII AOII AOII

SERVICES OFFERED

GEAR FOR THE WILDE RNESS
Backpacks, Tents, Sleeping bags, Hiking
Boots, Canoes. Kayaks. Roof Rakes, etc
Trips A Climes: Backpacking. Canoeing
And Kayaking. The Canoe Shop A
Blackswarnp Outfitters 140 S River Rd.
Waterville. OH 43566 419 878-3700
WWW THECANOESHOP COM
Learn guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musi
dan/instructor with master's degree from
BGSU. For more info, contact creative arts
program 372-8177
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests.
Confidential A caring.
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

SKYDIVE NOW. End o) season special
$100.00 for student through Oct. 10 minutes
Irom BGSU campus Visa/MiC accepted
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200

OPEN

I thmk youll agree
In a lew days when you see
The Bigs a Lira look at them all
We're the best pair this fall.
Love,
Your Big
AOII AOII AOII
March ol Dmes Walk America is coming'
March of Dimes Walk America is comiig'
Sal. Oci 10th @ Perry Field House Call
354-5301 lor more info.

AOII AOII AOII
Lil Beth-

AOII AOII AOII
New members get excited for Sunday'
You guys are the best'
I love you all'
Alpha love, Jaime
AOII AOII AOII
AOII AOII AOII
LirjaimeHey cutie, your big loves you1
Canl wait ul Sunday'
We're going to have a
powerful connectionGet exerted i
Alpha kweYourBig
AOII AOII AOII
LitieKase:
You're my liiUe.
and I'm your big.
My favorite animal is the pig.
love,
Your Big??

Babysit tn my home Please call 354 3155
Roomaie needed immediately tor quiet complex. Own room, porch w/great view. For more
info call 352-0935.
SUB LEASER NEE DEO Soring semester, for
spacious 1 bedroom apt $3407mo plus utilities Call 353 6389

HELP WANTED

Office cleaning eves. 10-15 hrs/wk
irana.req'd Call 352 5822.
Part-time baby si tier needed
419-691-5221.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into call 2033192602

Campus Pollyayas Now Hiring
Servers, cooks, commission drivers.
Apply between 2-4 only M-F.

PSYCHIC Readings a Aslrology Also goods
tor HeeJrh-Consoous. Pagan, Wiccan A other
Alternative living ALTERNATIVES. 131 W
Wooster St here m BG 352-7333
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Order would like
to congratulate Kisha Jones on being selected
BGSU'S Homecoming Queen I
Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Dimers from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers all night long
Tuesday sat KAMIKAZES
swing coming....
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students-All Majors
Summer in tern ship at Officer Candidate
School NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications
Call 1-800-892 7318
Wednesday's at KAMKA2E S
Karaoke with Rich Uchels
from 10-2
WITCH STORE?? Well, yes Tarol. Crystals.
Incense. CWs. Candles. Books, and other items
tor your rmnd and body ALTERNATIVES.'31
W Wooster St. 352-7333

READ THE
BG NEWS DAILY

Pnmestar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49 00/$96 00 one nme payment
$25 99 programming Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Offer?
Call Nowll •800-560-2765
Sleeper Sofa
Near new $200

SPRINGBRE AK Cancun. Florida, etc. Best Hotels. Parties, Prices Book early and Save"
Earn $ ♦ free trips' Campus
repsOrganizations Wanted. Inter-Campus
Programs 1 -800327-6013 www icpt.com.

373-6506
Sofa, matching chair 6 oak coffee table
$200 or best offer. Call 354-0220

FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS
EARN $1000 PART TIME
ON CAMPUS JUST CALL
1 600 932 0528 X 64
Help Wanted
• spray lawns tor TruGreen
-$8/nr and up depending on experience
•must have good problem solving skills.
customer service, and dnvmg record.
-come by or call. Ask lor Dan.
TruGreen ChemLawn
12401 Eckel Rd
Perrysburg. OH 43551
(419)674-5004.

* I Lxlrm w/doublc LR
& front porch

FOR RENT
2 BDRM turn apt close to campus
Includes utilities, grad students

welcome 353-5074.
2bdrm furnished apts
352-7454

Window washer part-bme No exp. necessary.
Own trans, reo/d Call 352 5622.

2-3 Sublease's needed
Spring Semester, close to campus, new
Frazee apartment Call Katy @ 354-1616

FOR SALE
INDUSTRIAL TEMPORARIES
Day shift openings at area pans manufacturing
plant. $6 per hour. 40 or more hours per week.
up to three months assignments. Must have
good attendance, be punctual, safety conscious, comfortable with machinery and equipment and able to pass a drug screen Call
419-356-7023 between 8 30am and 4:30pm
weekdays. Thursday 10/8 through Wednesday 10/14, to schedule an interview
Internship/Part-time Sales Position
Available in Fmdiay with a distributer ol
fasteners, power tools. 4 safety supplies. Job
entails counter sate*, phone sales, order processing M-F, 20-25 hrs/week S7/hr. Send
resume or stop by 225 Stand fed Pky. Fmdiay.
OH 45640 www.tastenail.com.
Jed's Ba/beque & Brew
That really cool 70"s placet
Now hiring full 6 pan time
Day A night. Kitchen, wait surf & bar
(-faring at premium wages. Fun. casual
atmosphere with opportunity to make
tots of money $500-vneek potential
Please call 419-872-1977 or apply
in person M-F between 10am- 2pm
Little Stars home-based Day Care Center
needs long-term help on Friday afternoons.
May lead to more hours Great pay. Cal
354^481

93 Pontiac Sunbird. 73000 miles. A/C. ABS,
AM/FM w/ cassette $4600 OBO Call
419-639-0050 after 5 30 pm
'95 Honda CBR 900 Many auras. Maintenance records $6500 OBO Call 353 2343.
(2) 12" speakers and a box Audotek 200 wan
amp Sherwood 240 watt amp & an Audiotek
crossover. $500 OBO 352-9971 or
■,f'V-..-'ty.-e'.
AAAA.i Early Spnng Break Specials' Baha
mas Party Cruise' 6 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Florida1 1996 B8B Award Winner' spnng
Qreaktravel com 1 800-678 6386
AAAA.i Early Specials' Panama City' Room
with kitchen $129* Includes 7 Free Parties'
Oaytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$129' Cocoa Beach $149' spnngbreaktravel com 1-600-678-6366

KA

KA

3 bdrm townhouse, 642 S College #5-2 car garage. 2 baths & washer/dryer units Available
imrnediaiery--$830/month . util Please cal
lor more into 353-5600.
ATTENTION!
Dec. grad needs subleaser for Spring
'99- May (summer opt) Close to campus, wAn
walking distance REASONABLE $, utilities
included Call 352-9688

READ THE
BG NEWS DAILY
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The Brothers of Kappa Alpha Order
would like to Welcome our
New Fall Pledge Class
Shawn Anderson
Justin Baxter
Doug Bazar
Dan Billings
Josh Brigham
Paul Daniels
Eric Griffith

only $15 per month

Mention this ad and get one month free.

217 South College-- 1.5 blocks from Manna
Hall. 3 BR House. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay all
util., sec. dep. parental guarantee req. no
pets $S75/mo Rent collected quarterly.
Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun & Jamaica* 7
nights Air & hotel From $399' Includes Free
food. Drinks. Parties' 1996 Better Business Bureau Award Winner' sprmgbreakiravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Back to School Special:

354-HOST

They're back ... 1 doz roses
Cash & Carry $15 95
The Flower Basket, 165 S Mam
Downtown BG

United Parcel Service
Interviews on campus this Thurs.
Octobers- 10a.m.- 2p.m.
at Career Services
WE OFFER
'EiceHent entry level pay ol
$8.50/9.50 per hour, and can earn
up to $12 45*13.45 par hour with
progression.
'Full time benefits for part-time work)
■Advancement opportunities'
'Holidays and weekends off'
Call (419) 891-6820. EOE.

Nevvrove Realty Rentals

•V1SU OUR OFFICE FOR A

Nutritional Supplements
Brand names, best prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
(419)868-9184

SPRING BREAK 99I
Cancun * Nassau * Jamaica * Mazatlan *
Acapulco " Bahamas Cruise * Florida *
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of
Csshl
Top rape are offered full-time staff fobs.
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now for details ! www.classtrsval.com •00/838-6411

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

Pirect

*(l)2bdrmhouse
* Eff located over
down town stores

I GOT THE HOOK UP'
•Purple. 20 spd. Mountain Bike w/x-tra
tubing w/4-lockonly $30
'Nokia cellular phone w/ ail
the extras only $40
'Large size dorm refrigerator w/'reezer,
•*new condition- only $50
ALL ITEMS MUST SELL'
Call Kool Keith @ 372-1278
and leave message1

Person needed to run gram trucks (or farmer
Free m afternoons. Seasonal work. 352-7050
or 686-4527.

PL time evenings. Office cleaning. You must
be reliable & take pride in your work $6 SOVhr.
CailA&DCleamng 419-868-7S77

ASSEMBLERS Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Into 1-S04-646-1700 DEPT OH 6255

Hondas $100-$W0
Police Impounds
Hondas, Chevys. Jeeps. 6 Sport
Unities MUST SELL'
'
1-800-522-2730 x 4558

Pan-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part- time emptoymem of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rale of pay is $5 15 per hour Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 500pm
(Mon.-Fn ) at Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc 428 dough St BGOH434Q2

Play costumed educational characters for
pre-school A grade school children Must have
own transportation Call Miiirow Children's
Characters 1-614-297-8668

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK" 2 FREE TRIPS
ON ONLY IS SALES and EARN $$» Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Florida, Padre1 Low
Prices' Free Meals. Parties & Moats' "Limned
O
I
I
e
r
180&426-7710/WWW sunsplashtours com

Fender RocPro 1000 halt stack
with 3 channel toot switch A 2 15' speakers
Like new; 2 yrs left on warranty $450 Can
352^399

Own

f 10.80 starting pay. Entrv leval openings in
all areas. Full/part lima, wfllsiibla hrs. No
• up
naedad, training provided.
Coop/scholarships awardad, great rseume
bulldef. Call 661-0736.

Desk clerk needed midnight-earn Friday, Saturday, t Sunday Longterm position Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn. Apply Mon-Fri 9-3

My eyes are big
and brown! Just
you wait-Well
be the best pair
AOII has around'

AOII AOII AOII
Get excited for Sunday'

WANTED

AAAA.i Spnng Break Travel was i of 6 sma«
businesses in the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding ethics in ».e
marketplace! spnngbreakiravel.com
1600 676-6386,

MAKE EASY MONEY! OO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE) USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
packages and is currently accepting applications lor campus sales representatives Can
1 888 SPRING BREAK.

LilJI-

Love. ??
WANT TO SEE THE BGSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS MAKE A DONKEY EXPLODE?
OCTOBE R 12. 5PM, UNION OVA L

Women's Wellness Group
Bmld sell-esteem, become more assertive, reduce stress, strengthen relationships, promote
a balanced kfe. Meeting weekly, Tues
10:30-12:00
Call Wellness Connection
372-9355 to register.

AOII AOII AOII

ALPHA PHI ALPHI PHI
get your peanuts
reedy for this weekend
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

March ol Dimes Walk America « coming to
BGSU on Saturday, Oci 10. 1998 at Perry
Field House Registration 0 9 am, walk starts
0 10 am For more into can 354-5301 or email
davis0bqnel bgsu edu
Market Your International Eiperlence
A re-entry session with a career focus win be
held at 3 30pm on Monday, October 12 for an
study abroad returnees in the Conference
Room of Career Services office (360 Saddiensre Student Services Building) Can 3720309
with questions.

Roses are red.
A cardinal sings.
I cant wail til Sunday.
When you get your wings.
Alpha hugs.
Your Big
AOII AOII AOII AOII

LilShannonI'm tall, thin, and have blonde hair.
I canl wail until Sunday
Well make such a great pair I
Love and roses.
Your Big

AOI1
la Jen

CAMPUS EVENTS

ACHI AOII AOII AOII
Lil Dorothy.

AN
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Roberto Gutierrez
Dan Humphrey
Brian Huston
Ed Kurcsman
Jeremy Mclntyre
Russ Nutt
R.J. Weinberg
\N

\N

VN

VN

\N

www.BGHost.com

COnPLETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE,
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL

10% Discount
w Student ID

HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR

•Oil Change $19.99*
'most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
B&B
Bowling Green. OH

tr*

JS3-2S2*
Free Tewing it we
do the |0b!

NEW WEBSITE:

Your Beverage
is FREE
with this ud!

lu1py/wwwjxwtovaYaa1g.com
332 South Main Street
(our only office)
352-5620

NEWIPVE
Rentals

Lunch

STEAK HOUSE

Xr

Mon.Tri.llA.M4PM.

Dinner

163 South Moln Sheet

Featuring
Carved Roast Beef
and Country Ham

BGSU

THE DAILY r-jCWS

HOTO^THE PR|SS!

319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS-354-2260

530 S. MAPLE ST. • 352-9378
Now Leasing
Piedmont - 2 Bedrooms, Patios & Decks,
Laundry in each building
Mini-Mall - 1 Bedroom Apartment
+ efficiencies

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

All residents receive a membership to
Chetrywood Heuktth Spa

complete exercise equipment, complete
iO

'

locker room and shower facilities )

K I

• 419-352-2595

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Mon-Fri
4FM. til Close
AllDav
Sat. & Sun.

^referred Properties CoT

(Indoor healed swimming pool, sauna. HydraSpa Whirlpool.

• Bowling Green

^

G.Alex Monteith • Founder j
1544 E Wooster (Across from the Stadium)

i

(

• 751 High St. 2 BR. Furn. $300 per mo. and up
- 839 Seventh 1BR. Unfum. $365 per mo.
1
853 Napoleon 2 BR. Furn. $380 per mo. and up
1722 Ekjth 3 BR. Bath and half Duplex $520 per mo.
1
203 Liberty Furn. Eff. $300 per mo.
'Length lease negotiable"

